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Introducing a New Global Standard in Analytics for Manufacturing Excellence
THE IMPORTANCE OF USING REAL-TIME DATA TO DRIVE SUPERIOR ASSESSEMENT AND
PROBLEM RESOLUTION IN THE MANUFACTURING ARENA DEMANDS GREATER ACCURACY AND
RELIABILITY IN DATA ANALYTICS. INORA TECHNOLOGIES DELIVERS THE WORLD’S ONLY 100%
RELIABLE NUMERICS INSIDE ITS INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS.
Traditional methods of probability-based data analytics have reached their limits in terms of
accuracy and meaningful insights for manufacturing excellence. For industries to advance, a
new paradigm for conducting advanced numerical calculations on the plant floor is required.
After over thirty years of ground-breaking research in engineering optimization, mechanics,
physics and mathematics, Inora has discovered a powerful new approach that delivers
unprecedented results.
The mathematical principles at the heart of Inora Technologies are transforming
manufacturing measurement.
For years, data analytics have struggled with imperfect data sets, yielding results that are not
reliable with test cases that cannot be reproduced/repeated. Within these constraints, many
organizations have had to base multi-million dollar decisions on inadequate and/or incomplete
data assessments. Inora Technologies demonstrates that there is now a better way.
Results that are reliable, repeatable, and numerically superior.
With Inora Technologies’ innovative approach, you can assure that the totality of information
contained within collected data will be respected and understood. Inora manages data
imperfections without data loss and achieves perfect numerical balancing within, and across,
any data set. This is possible because of a significant discovery within the field of data analytics
that is fully integrated into everything Inora Technologies does. This discovery has important
ramifications for manufacturing excellence and drives new possibilities in real-world
manufacturing situations: quality based on reliable measurement, data-driven decision making,
targeted root cause analysis, reduced scrap, less downtime and significant cost savings.
At Inora Technologies, we are committed to delivering a higher standard of data analytics to all
our manufacturing clients. If you would like to learn more about our technology, and/or explore
an application outside the manufacturing industry, learn more about our capabilities at
www.inora.com and at www.ellipsoidanalytics.com
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Inora Technologies -- Products
Real-Time Feedback, Anomaly Detection, Datum-Invariant Calculations
Setting a New Standard for Data Accuracy in Manufacturing
Manufacturing relies on advanced data analytics to increase quality, efficiency and cost savings.
Inora Technologies supplies powerful data analytics, applications and premium-grade hardware
to global manufacturing operations to ensure the utmost degree of actionable data insights.
Inora – Spatial Reference System (SRS)
Inora SRS employs advanced numerical balancing technology to do a holistic assessment of
your measurement tools and machine tools. With the industry’s only exact 12-parameter
transformations, Inora SRS produces 100% verification of capabilities without the need to
call in third-party specialists.
•
•
•
•

Machine Capabilities Numerically Determined with 100% Numerical Reliability
Verification Results Generated Independent of Operator
Root-Cause Analysis Streamlined with High Certainty
Cost Savings from Quality Improvements, Scrap Reduction and Time Savings

“The initial
implementation of the
SRS

Inora
led to a 56%
reduction in machining
errors.”
Dr. Mo Omari
Technical Fellow, Manufacturing
Technology, General Motors
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Inora Technologies -- Products
Real-Time Feedback, Anomaly Detection, Datum-Invariant Calculations
Inora – Affinity System (ASYS)
In-line/off-line measurement alignment.
Inora ASYS is a unique software product powered by Ellipsoid Analytics technology that
provides immediate, autonomous feedback and unparalleled point-cloud matching
capabilities to verify your part quality in real-time.
•
Real-Time Part Quality Intelligence
•
Automatic, Data-Deterministic Anomaly Detection
•
Datum-Invariant Calculations – No Targets or Reference Points Needed
•
Autonomous Monitoring of In-Line Scanning Equipment Capabilities

Inora – OmniSlam
Door-closing optimization tool.
Designed for the automotive industry, OmniSlam requires only one test to measure the
minimum effort required to close and latch a door. Operator independent and data
deterministic, OmniSlam reduces the possibility of human error.
•
•
•
•
•

Objective Measurement of Door-Closing Effort
No Operator Subjectivity
Improved Problem Resolution and Reduced Warranty Claims
Root-Cause Indications for “Fail” Results
Available for Inline & Offline Applications
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Inora Technologies -- Products
Real-Time Feedback, Anomaly Detection, Datum-Invariant Calculations
Inora – WiseGap 2.4
Internal door gap management
The WiseGap 2.4 door measurement tool offers a fast and repeatable way to quantify the
seal of door closures. With operator-invariant results, manufacturers can improve assembly
and quality control processes of door performance.
•
•
•
•

Static or Dynamic Closure Measurement
Fast Sensor Placement for Ease of Use
Extreme Repeatability of Sensor Locations
Higher-Quality Data for Faster Decision Making and Resolution

Inora – OmniGap
Hand-held gap measurement.
Powered by the same technology as WiseGap 2.4, OmniGap is a portable, spot-checking
tool that brings efficient, repeatable gap measurement analysis to the factory floor.
•
•
•
•

Single Sensor for Quick Spot Check Measurements
Continuous and Single Measurement Modes
USB Data Download and Charging Ports
Supporting Software for Calibration and Reporting

Customized Solutions – Inora Technologies has nearly twenty years of experience collaborating
with major corporations around the globe to create custom solutions that improve their
manufacturing processes. Perhaps Inora customers say it best……
SRS

“The Inora

Spatial
Reference System has
revolutionized the
Capability
Management of our
manufacturing
processes.”
Trevor Smith
Specialist Engineer,
BAE Systems

